By releasing intact molecules of vaccinia virus DNA, it has been possible to determine the sedimentation coefficient by analytical ultracentrifugation. The value found was 92S, which corresponds to a molecular weight of 161xlO .
The release of pox virus DNA molecules with a high molecular weight has been achieved only for the FowlPox v i r u s .
The facility with which this DNA is released by SDS can be accounted for by the high-content in lipids in the coat of this virus. For mammalian pox virus, the best purified DNA preparation present sedimentation coefficients equivalent to half the estimated 2 molecular weight.
In order to study intact DNA molecules, it was necessary to avoid shearing by suppressing all manipulation after releasing the DNA. Therefore the release was done either on the top of sucrose gradients according to Sarov & Becker , The efficiency of the isolation procedure was tested on a sucrose gradient (Fig. 1 ) using virus labelled in the DNA and proteins. The sedimenting peak of DNA is free from protein contamination. And at equilibrium, in CsCl (40,000 rpm for 4 8 hr at 25°C, in a rotor AND of Spinco Analytical Ultracentrifuge model E the buoyant density was found to be for vaccinia virus DNA released in the centrifugation cell, the same as the one found 4 for DNA extracted and purified as described previously.
The sedimentation experiments on the viral DNA released in the sample pit of a band forming center piece were done accor- First, the difference between p° and the buoyant density, and second, the relation between the sedimentation coefficient and the molecular weight.
With regard to the first point, it has been previously reported that a difference exists between the observed buoyant density and the extrapolated value for various DNAs. That is, the graph of S % r x f 3 is linear over a wide density range but Other hypotheses could be formulated. One, the most probable, is that v and f deviate at salt concentrations s s approaching the buoyant density. An other is that moving and non-moving (eg. at equilibrium) molecules are solvated differently. Still a third is that the anomalous behaviour derives from the fact that the DNA is present in "State III", as suggested by Peters & MUlier. 7 This state is too fragile to be seen by the Kleinschmidt method or during equilibrium ultracentifugation.
Concerning the second point, the relation between S and M is standardized for the size of the studied molecules by two This provides evidence for a linear molecule and reveals the weakness of the third hypothesis mentioned above.
